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Competent in supporting your company or in opening bank accounts in Hong 
Kong, Singapore or overseas banks 

 

Thanks to the experienced advisory work and the powerful network, our corporate or private 
customers can quickly establish a direct contact to open a bank account in Hong Kong, Singapore or 

other countries. Our banking specialists not only assist clients in complying with banks 'ever changing 
due diligence guidelines, but also adapt these viable and suitable banks to clients to start filing and 
not waste our clients' money and efforts . This quality practice brings us a 99% success rate and we 

believe that with our help you can be the next successful applicant from start to finish. 

 

Singapore bank account 

- Opening of the SG International Business Bank account (success guaranteed) 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

We guarantee that our corporate customers can open their commercial bank account remotely from 
one of the commercial banks in Singapore. If this fails, we will refund our service fee. 

 

Before paying, we offer a free pre-screening which our team can access the client's tax and financial 
position, as well as directors and shareholders, so we can propose whether the account opening 

application wins. After we have completed the pre-evaluation, you can choose whether you want to 
pay and continue or leave free of charge regardless of the result. 

Fee: From € 4,500 per bank account 

 

Our service fee starts at € 4,500 * per bank account. All client significant people must visit HK to meet 
the bankers of the selected banks in Singapore. 

 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

- Remote opening of the personal bank account (success guaranteed) 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

We guarantee that our personal clients can remotely open their personal bank account with one of 
the Singapore international banks. If this fails, we will refund our service fee. 

 

Before you pay, we offer a free pre-check for which our team can access the customer's tax and 
financial position so we can suggest whether the account opening application wins. After we have 

completed the pre-evaluation, regardless of the result, you can choose whether you want to pay and 
continue or leave for free. 

Fee: € 4,250 per bank account 
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Our service fee is € 4,250 * per bank account. All client significant people must visit HK or mainland 
China to meet the bankers of the selected banks in Singapore. 

 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

Hong Kong bank account 

- Opening a HK bank account (success guaranteed) 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We guarantee that our corporate customers can open their commercial bank account with one of the 
commercial banks in HK. If this fails, we will refund our service fee. 

 

Before paying, we offer a free pre-screening which our team can access the client's tax and financial 
position, as well as directors and shareholders, so we can propose whether the account opening 

application wins. After we have completed the pre-evaluation, you can choose whether you want to 
pay and continue or leave free of charge regardless of the result. 

Fee: From € 6,800 per bank account 

 

Our service fee starts at € 6,800 * per bank account. All significant customers must visit HK to meet 
the bankers. 

 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

- Reopening of HK bank account (success guaranteed) 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We not only help customers open a new bank account, but also reactivate their frozen accounts with 
commercial banks in Hong Kong. 

 

It is a "success guaranteed service". We guarantee that our corporate customers can reopen their 
commercial bank account with commercial banks in Hong Kong. If this fails, we will refund our service 

fee. 

In accordance with our account opening agreement, we offer a free preliminary estimate that we 
need to gain access to the customer's tax and financial position, as well as directors and 

shareholders. Therefore, we propose whether the application to open an account can win this. After 
we complete the pre-evaluation, regardless of the outcome, you can choose whether you want to 

pay to continue or go free. 

Fee: From € 6,800 per bank account 
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Our service fee starts at € 6,800 * per bank account. To apply, all of the client's significant people 
must visit Hong Kong to meet the bankers. 

 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

- Introductory service from HK Bank for opening a business account 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

Our “Bank Introductory Service” cannot guarantee the successful opening of a bank account. This 
service is well suited for customers who only need our support to make an appointment and prepare 

the relevant documents. If you want to ensure the result of your bank opening, please consider our 
bank opening service with an “approval guarantee”. Click here to get more information. 

We will help you make an appointment to open an account with HK banks and prepare all documents 
before you visit HK. This saves you time and effort. 

Fee: From € 1,500 per bank account 

 

Our service fee starts at € 1,500 * per bank account. For the application, the significant persons of 
the company must visit HK in order to meet the bankers personally. 

 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

- Bundled offer: HK Multi-Currency Business Account with HK Company Formation Package 

A one-stop package for integration and business money transfer. 

 

Multi-currency business account in Hong Kong: 

 Global money transfer 

 Online opening 

 Remote access 

 Compatible with bank 

Fee: € 2,650 per 1 company and 1 bank account 

Fixed price € 2,650 per package, including all HK Government withdrawal fees, a one-year secretarial 
service for local legal companies, a HK registered address, a government letter carrier service, and a 

multi-currency business account. 
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HK BUNDLED PACKAGE 

MORE ABOUT THE MULTI-CURRENCY ACCOUNT 

 

Overseas bank account 

- US bank introductory service for opening a business account 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We can help you make an account opening appointment with a domestic US bank and prepare all 
documents for the account opening application. 

Fee: On request 

 

For the application, the client's significant people may need to visit the United States to meet the 
bankers. 

 

PROPERTY PROTECTION WITH US ACCOUNT 

- Remote opening and success guaranteed: US commercial bank account with Seychelles Offshore 
Company Package. The US bank account guarantees you protection on information. The USA is not a 

member of the Automatic Information Exchange (AEOI) 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We can help you open a commercial bank account in the United States that is controlled by your 
Seychelles-based company (an offshore jurisdiction). 

Fee: From € 19,500- 

 

The customer's important people do not have to visit the USA. 

 

US BUNDLED PACKAGE 

- Opening a Mauritius Business Bank account with Global Company Formation Package 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We can help you register a Global Business Company in Mauritius and apply for a commercial with a 
Mauritius bank. The procedures for registering the company and opening the bank account can be 

completed online (subject to the final decision of the bank). 

Fee: On request 
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DISCLOSURE OF THE OFFSHORE ACCOUNT - MAURITIUS 

- Opening an Australian commercial bank account 

HK and foreign companies applicable. 

 

We can help you apply for a business account with an Australian bank. A bank account can be 
opened in HK via an online channel (subject to the final decision of the bank). 

Fee: On request 

 

OPENING OVERSEAS ACCOUNT - AUSTRALIA 

- Introductory service for overseas / offshore banks to open business accounts 

Applicable to worldwide companies and individuals. 

 

We support you in applying for a business account with various banks. A bank account could be 
opened in HK via an online channel (subject to the final decision of the bank). 

Fee: On request 


